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United Travel Agency situated at Gizenga Street-Zanzibar is the most popular and
in attending to the needs of its clients and guiding and advising intended travellers of
UTA staff also maintain close, friendly relations with their esteemed clients and ensure
air travel services.
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People Power
Role played by non-state actors
in management of the coastal
and marine environment in the
WIO region

Editorial
Vezo communities in south-west Madagascar and the University of Toliara, have
initiated a locally-led model for management of the crucial octopus fishery. The
second describes how WWF Madagascar is
supporting communities in the Manambolo Tsiribihina coastal area in their management, including restoration where needed,
of their vital mangrove forests.
Durban, South Africa, is the setting for
an article describing the use of ‘soft engineering’ approaches to beach and coastal
property protection along one of the most
visited, and therefore most economically
important stretches of coastline in SA. This
was spearheaded by a collaboration between a private sector engineering company and the eThekwini municipality.

Governments in the WIO region face a host of challenges including limited financial resources, entrenched poverty, unemployment, weak education and health services, and in some
countries political instability. Their capacity and human and
financial resources are often stretched to the full in trying to
address these and other critical issues. We should, perhaps, not
be too surprised that what may seem to them more peripheral
issues, such as the conservation of marine biodiversity, may not
receive the attention (or resources) we feel they deserve. And
the reality is that this is likely to remain the case for the foreseeable future. Even the wealthiest, most developed nations often
appear reluctant to invest adequately in conservation. There is
therefore a considerable gap between what is needed and what
governments can deliver in terms of biodiversity conservation,
and it is into this gap that international and national non-profit
organisations (NPOs – including NGOs), the private sector and
communities are stepping, with some amazing results.
This issue of the WIOMSA magazine includes articles from across
the region describing how such non-state actors, working in collaboration with government and other stakeholders, are engaging
in and often leading innovative approaches to marine conservation. These inspiring articles document how scientific knowledge
and technical expertise are harnessed by the NPOs and their partners to forge creative solutions to some of the key challenges facing the regions marine environment.

In an article from Kenya, a broad Ecosystem Alliance comprising international
and national NPOs is supporting communities in managing the
Tana River Delta. This provides a wonderful example of how the
establishment of a formal consortium can marshall considerable
expertise, energies and resources to support communities in addressing pressing issues.
While most of the articles are concerned with coastal and inshore issues, one take us out onto the high seas, beyond the
Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of the WIO countries. The article from the WWF Coastal East Africa Global Initiative, based in
Tanzania, details the complex negotiations, involving multiple
stakeholders from the SWIO states and beyond, leading towards
sustainable management of the tuna fishery, the most lucrative
and globally pressured fishery in the region.
The article from the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) focusses
on the need for improved fishery management for both coastal
and deep sea fisheries through Fisheries Improvement Projects
(FIPs). A number of these FIPs currently underway in the WIO are
highlighted in this article.
All told there is a wealth of information shared in these articles,
all of which show the real potential, through collaborative partnerships, for addressing some of the critical issues we face in
marine conservation.

Lawrence Sisitka

From Madagascar we have two articles. One describes how Blue
Ventures, a UK based NPO, working with artisanal fishers from the
People and the Environment
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Local fishers ‘gleaning’ octopus in Madagascar.
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Scaling success
in octopus fisheries management
in the Western Indian Ocean
In a far-flung corner of the Western Indian Ocean,
three groups are forming a unique alliance, bonded over
their shared appreciation of an intelligent cephalopod.
by Olivia KEMP, Sustainable Fisheries Programme Manager
at Blue Ventures, Madagascar
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later, this alliance has grown in strength
and innovation, as ongoing research
opens up new approaches to sustainable
management of the resource.

Female octopus gleaner. © Garth Cripps

T

he Vezo tribe of southwest Madagascar have always been people of the sea. In recent years,
this semi-nomadic ethnic group with a
rich culture of living with the ocean, have
come to increasingly depend on an elusive and clever creature, the reef octopus
(Octopus cyanea). Over the past two decades, a remote coastal octopus fishery
has been sustaining thousands of families, boosting livelihoods and food security. Sustaining this source of income, and
the marine biodiversity that enables it, is
obviously paramount and has stimulated
both innovation and collaboration.
The success of the artisanal fishery has
been built around a strong value chain
for exported octopus, enabled by the
presence of local commercial seafood
collection companies. Madagascar’s frozen octopus is exported to Mauritius and
Europe, and over 800,000 kg was exported in 2013, with around 80% of that catch
originating from the southwest coastal
region alone. Commercial seafood companies are key players, with two thirds of
the catch coming from just two companies, who work closely with local communities to ensure the fishery remains
locally-managed.
Since 2003, marine conservation NGO
Blue Ventures has also been working with
the Vezo communities, along with the
University of Toliara’s Institut Halieutique
et des Sciences Marines (IH.SM). A decade

6
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FISHERIES MANAGEMENT YIELDING
BIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS
The use of an innovative system of temporary fishery closures has served as a
powerful management tool, one that can
quickly demonstrate the economic benefits of sustainable fisheries management
both to coastal communities and seafood
buyers alike, building support for broader
and more ambitious marine conservation
initiatives.
First piloted in southern Madagascar in
2003, this closures model has since been
replicated over two hundred times. These
spatially discrete fishing closures typically take up around 25% of a community’s
overall octopus fishing grounds which are
closed for periods of 3-7 months at various key times of year when female octopus are in breeding phases. This system
works well due to the rapid growth rates
of the reef octopus and more sites have
now been established along the country’s
south, west and north coasts.
Adoption of this locally led fisheries management model continues to grow each
year in Madagascar and abroad, with the
octopus fishery of the Mauritian island of
Rodrigues also achieving successful results with its use. More recently, the approach has been further adapted to other
small-scale invertebrate fisheries including mangrove crabs in western Madagascar and spiny lobster on the east coast.
Empowering female fishers to be active
members of fishery decision-making processes and take on leadership roles is also
proving to be effective for conservation
management in southwest Madagascar. Octopus fishing is vitally important
for Vezo women, without access to boats,
as they are able to glean on the reef flats
by foot, using simple hand-made spears.
Gleaning is one of the few livelihood
opportunities available to these women
and without it; many households would
go without a daily income. Existing local
women’s forums are now being strength-
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ened and utilized to identify any skills
development or training needs that will
enable women fishers to grow more
confident to be part of fisheries management platforms and result in a more gender-balanced representation of fishers.
THE CONSERVATION FINANCE
CONUNDRUM
A common conservation dilemma arises
when short-term costs are perceived to
outweigh future benefits, which are often uncertain and poorly understood. The
Madagascar alliance of fishers, buyers and
conservationists is working to overcome
this challenge, with the aim of becoming
independent of external donor support.
To achieve this, they are demonstrating
the clear economic benefits of marine
conservation to fishers and seafood buyers alike, followed by exploring sustainable financing mechanisms for the fishery,
such as a form of fishing tax, as is used in

other parts of the world, yet rarely with
small-scale fishers from the developing
world. This approach is still work in progress, but this community of people here
have proven themselves to be willing to
invest in something they believe will be
viable well into the future. Whether it is
for their business model, their passion
for marine conservation, or simply for the
sake of their grandchildren’s well-being.
Efforts over the past few years have focused on mechanisms that source management costs from the existing octopus
fishery supply chain, and to establish a
sustainable mechanism that can be applied wherever there is a viable seafood
market. This mechanism is essentially
a management fee, which is deducted
from the total price paid per unit weight
of landed catch to fishers. Trialing various
forms of this payment system over the
past few years has shown that when well
enforced, such contribution schemes for

The future octopus gleaners? (bottom left).
Octopus gleaners meeting (bottom right).
© Olivia Kemp

The success of the artisanal fishery has been built around a strong value chain for
exported octopus, enabled by the presence of local commercial seafood collection
companies. Madagascar’s frozen octopus is exported to Mauritius and Europe, and
over 800,000 kg was exported in 2013, with around 80% of that catch originating
from the southwest coastal region alone.
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Octopus fisher and her baby going to glean in the
inter-tidal zone. © Garth Cripps
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small-scale fisheries in Madagascar may
provide the funding needed for on-going
management of temporary octopus closures. This novel approach presents a new
and potentially scalable solution to the
challenge of funding small-scale fisheries
management, with strong potential for
broader adoption in other fisheries and
regions.
The strengthening of a local system of law
in fishery communities has also been paramount in regulating the temporary closures model. Monetary fines from fishery
regulation infringements are re-invested
directly back into conservation management efforts. These activities have been
able to show that responsible fisheries
management can reap dividends.

AN ECO-LABEL FOR THE MADAGASCAR
OCTOPUS
Recent growth in consumer awareness for
responsibly harvested seafood provides
an opportunity for coastal communities
to be further rewarded for their sustainable fisheries management efforts. The
southwest Madagascar octopus fishery
has undergone a pre-assessment for Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification and is currently working on several
fishery improvement projects to reach
the standards that will be required for
full certification as a sustainable fishery.
Madagascar Octopus might one day carry the blue tick of sustainability, but more
importantly, the Vezo people will continue to live with the sea, with future gen-
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erations carefully managing the marine
resources that support their unique way
of life.

Vezo fishing boats (top) and a fisher with octopus
catch (bottom). © Garth Cripps

Links of use for the article:
http://www.blueventures.org/conservation/sustainable-fisheries.html
http://livewiththesea.org/
http://velondriake.org/
http://blog.blueventures.org/

People and the Environment
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Collaborating for Change
The Marine Stewardship Council in the Western
Indian Ocean
by

Michael MARRIOTT, Marine Stewardship Council

South Africa’s hake trawl fishery is certified against
the Marine Stewardship Council’s (MSC) global environmental sustainability standard, demonstrating
responsible management of this important resource.
© MSC
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C

onsumption of seafood is rising
worldwide and many wild fish
stocks have already reached their
thresholds for sustainable harvesting. On
global markets, ethical fishers and traders
compete with products from illegal operators or fisheries with poor environmental, labour and safety practices. Complex
trade dynamics and the trans-boundary
nature of many fish stocks make it difficult for individual governments to control
sales of illegal, unregulated and unreport-

ed (IUU) catches. At a fishery level this is
often compounded by lack of data on
which to make informed management
decisions and a lack of resources to enforce legislation.
So, who then is responsible for reversing
the trend towards overfishing? Governments cannot be held solely answerable for the sustainability of fish that are
caught in their own waters, or for ensuring that fish sold in their markets is ethically sourced. Neither can consumers be
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held accountable for choosing the best
options when faced with cheaper alternatives and slick marketing. Inevitably the
solution will be through a collaborative
approach to sustainability and it’s been
the role played by non-state actors that is
driving movement in this direction.
In countries around the world, retailers
and seafood suppliers have been making public commitments to sustainable
seafood. From a business perspective
ensuring continuity of supply is critical,
but the perception of being eco-friendly by an increasingly environmentally
conscious shopper may be equally as
important. A spin-off of these commitments has been growing demand
for products that can be traced back to
independently certified fisheries, where
the risks of substitution and mislabelling

fisheries that are improving, but not yet
certified? Increasingly, the MSC standard
is being used as a tool to assess improvement needs. Fisheries that are interested
in certification can undergo a pre-assessment, which helps to identify priority actions. This information is used by
management authorities and NGO partners to set out action plans and key developmental milestones. To date many of
the commercial commitments, whilst prioritising MSC, have allowed for this process of improvement and will continue
to support fisheries that are engaged in
recognised Fishery Improvement Projects
(FIPs). In recognition of the benefits that
these improvements will bring the MSC
now offers a Benchmarking and Tracking
tool that allows commercial partners to
follow FIP progress.

Mozambique’s deep-water shrimp fishing companies
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
WWF Mozambique and the Mozambican government
for the implementation of a joint Fisheries
Improvement Project (FIP).
© Martin Purves

Governments cannot be held solely answerable for the sustainability of fish that are
caught in their own waters, or for ensuring that fish sold in their markets is ethically
sourced.

are minimised. Central to this trend has
been growth in uptake of the Marine
Stewardship Council’s (MSC) global ecolabel.
The MSC is an international non-profit organisation that was set up to help
transform the world’s seafood markets to
a sustainable basis. With what is widely
considered to be the most scientifically
rigorous environmental standard for wildcaught seafood, backed up by a Chain of
Custody traceability standard, all products
displaying the MSC eco-label carry the
assurance that they have been sourced
from a certified sustainable fishery. For
businesses and consumers this assurance
removes the burden of responsibility. For
ethical fishers the added market recognition gives them a boost in a competitive
environment.
But, should markets also be recognising
People and the Environment
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Deep-water shrimp trawlers, Mozambique.
© Maria Joao Rodrigues
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THERE ARE A NUMBER OF ACTIVE EXAMPLES OF FIPS IN THE WESTERN INDIAN OCEAN:
t *O /PWFNCFS MBTU ZFBS 88' .P[BNbique signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the deep-water
shrimp fishing companies and Mozambican government for the implementation
of a joint FIP. Whilst WWF will support the
coordination and implementation of the
action plan, as well as monitor progress,
the Ministry of Fisheries, in collaboration
with industry, has committed to leading

on scientific and fisheries management
activities. In signing the MoU, WWF’s
Mozambique Country Director, Anabela
Rodrigues, stressed the need for strong
government leadership, saying, “This
commitment represents a very important step towards effective management
of this fishery in Mozambique because
it is based on the three principles of the
Marine Stewardship Council (good level
of stock; less impact on the environment
and effective management) as the basis
to push for changes in the way this fishery
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is managed and known.” Amongst the
fishing companies involved in this agreement are Gambeira, Kalipesca, Krustamoz,
Marbeira, Mawipi Pescas, Pescabom, Prestige Consultores and Sociedad Industrial
de Pesca (SIP).
t*O.BEBHBTDBSPDUPQVTöTIFSJFTBSFBMTP
realising the benefits of improvement
projects. With support from NGO partner
Blue Ventures and on-going collaboration
between fishing communities, commercial collectors and community management units, seasonal closures have been

From a business perspective ensuring
continuity of supply is critical,
but the perception of being eco-friendly
by an increasingly environmentally conscious
shopper may be equally as important.

People and the Environment
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…world fisheries should not be excluded from the environmental, market and food
Mafia Island artisanal fisherman
prepares to go on fishing trip.
© Martin Purves
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implemented as part of a FIP programme
towards MSC certification.
t#BDLPONBJOMBOE"GSJDB UIF/FX1BSUnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD),
committed US$200,000 in 2012 to implementation of Fisheries Improvement Projects in Kenya’s artisanal rock lobster fishery and Tanzania’s octopus fishery:
– The Kenyan artisanal lobster fishery,
through the State Department of Fisheries, first underwent a MSC pre-assessment in 2010, with funding and logistical
support from WWF. The pre-assessment
informed the development of a FIP Action Plan that identified five priorities:
1) Estimation of leakages and proposing
solutions for estimating the total mortali-

ty in the fishery;
2) Refining stock assessment of the main
target species;
3) Conducting spatial and temporal assessments of lobster catches;
4) Development of a Lobster Fishery
Management Plan;
5) Development of a biological research
programme to obtain stock dynamics of
lobster species.
– Tanzania’s octopus fishery also underwent a pre-assessment in 2010. A formal FIP between WWF and the Ministry
of Livestock and Fisheries is following an
Action Plan that identified three priority
activities:
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Octopus on local market in Zanzibar.
© Martin Purves

d

security benefits that are inherent in aligning with the MSC’s Standard.
1) Reviewing available stock data and
conducting an assessment of current
stock status;
2) undertaking spatial and temporal evaluation of Tanzanian octopus catches;
3) reviewing catch data and data capturing systems.
Recognising the value of these projects,
Martin Purves, the MSC’s southern Africa Programme Manager, commented,
“Small-scale and developing world fisheries should not be excluded from the
environmental, market and food security
benefits that are inherent in aligning with
the MSC’s Standard. In many cases the
challenges that hamper implementation

of fisheries improvements are linked to
financial constraints or lack of capacity
to implement specific programmes. Relationships such as the one between the
MSC and NEPAD, or strong NGO involvement such as that demonstrated by Blue
Ventures, is becoming increasingly important.”
It seems that these developments are
motivating a bigger movement too. At
the recent Global Oceans Action Summit
in April, Mauritius and Seychelles committed to working towards certification of
their tuna fisheries, stimulating thoughts
of a regional approach to sustainability.
With support from local stakeholders this
may just be within reach.
People and the Environment
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Yellow Fish Tuna (Thunnus albacares), Maldives.
© Martin Purves , Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)

WWF involvement in promoting
Sustainability in Important Fisheries
in the South West Indian Ocean (SWIO)
The Case of Tuna Fisheries
by

Domingos GOVE and Edward KIMAKWA, WWF Coastal East Africa Global Initiative, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
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South West
Indian Ocean
(SWIO) Tuna
Fisheries

C

ommercial tuna fisheries started in the
SWIO with long-liners from Japan (1950),
Taiwan (1954) and Korea (1960); and later
on, joined by a European Union (EU) purse-seiner
fleet, mainly from Spain and France (1983), which
migrated from Atlantic to the Indian Ocean.
Up until now, SWIO commercial tuna fisheries comprise mainly industrial foreign fleets, from the socalled Distant Water Fishing Nations (DWFN). These
are granted, by the SWIO coastal states, access to fish
in the SWIO Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ), through
Fisheries Partnership Agreements (FPA) in the cases
of Seychelles, Comoros, Mozambique, Madagascar
and Mauritius; and Fisheries Access Arrangements,
including private licences, in all those countries plus
Kenya and Tanzania. Key tuna market species include,
in terms of catch importance, skipjack, yellowfin and
bigeye tuna, the so-called tropical tuna.
Worldwide catches of tuna and tuna-like species
achieved a new record of more than 7 million tonnes
in 2012 (Food and Agriculture Organisation - FAO,
2014). Seven species and genera (including skipjack
and yellowfin, the most important, and bigeye and
albacore) have consistently accounted for about 90
per cent of the total tuna catch since 2000. Catches
of small tunas (such as skipjack, frigate and bullet tunas), seerfishes (Scomberomorus spp.) and albacore
have grown significantly. In 2012, catches of yellowfin exceeded their 2000 level after fluctuating, while
bigeye had the only decreasing trend with catches
down by 5%.
The Indian Ocean is the second most important
worldwide tuna fishing ground after the western
and central Pacific, with 20-24% of the world catch.
In 2012, fifty four (54) per cent of the tropical tuna
caught in the Indian Ocean was from the SWIO, corresponding to more than 850 million to 1.3 billion US$/
year; while 39% were from the North WIO (including
Yemen, Oman, Iran, Pakistan, India and Sri-Lanka) (Indian Ocean Tuna Commission - IOTC, 2014).

People and the Environment
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Tuna Issues within the Indian Ocean
Selling tuna in the Dar es Salaam Fish Market (top left).
© John Kabubu
Yellow Fish Tuna (Thunnus albacares), Maldives (top
right). © Martin Purves , Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC)
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THE MAIN ISSUES FACING THE TUNA
POPULATIONS INCLUDE
1. The threat of overfishing - although
the current stocks status are considered
green for all the three key species. This
threat is mainly due to:
t5IFJODSFBTFJOöTIJOHFòPSU JODMVEJOH
from Illegal Unreported and Unregulated
(IUU) fishing, due to the improvement of
the security situation in SWIO (mostly due
to a decrease of piracy in the horn of Africa)
t)BSNGVMTVCTJEJFTGPSUIFöTIJOHJOEVTtry
t*OFóDJFODZJOEFWFMPQJOHBOEFOGPSDJOH
adequate conservation and management
measures (CMMs) – such as like harvest
control rules, including reference limits
for tuna resources
These may well lead to catches beyond
maximum sustainable yield (MSY). IUU
fishing has been responsible for annual losses of more than US$ 1 billion in
sub-Sahara Africa (Manuel Castiano, pers.
Comm.) (including US$ 300 million in Somalia, US$40 million in Mozambique and
US$ 37 million in Madagascar).
2. By-catch - mainly of sharks, dolphins,
sea-turtles and juvenile fish, due to traditional long line hooks in use in SWIO and
purse seiners fishing around Fish Aggregating Devices (FADs): and
3. Inequitable benefit sharing, between

SWIO coastal states and DWFN, with low
socio-economic benefits to the region,
through licenses and/or fisheries access arrangements (FAAs) fees, employment and
tuna-related facilities (fishing harbours,
processing plants, etc) and services (ship
maintenance, ship and fishing supplies,
etc). This is exacerbated by the fact that
small scale tuna fisheries from this region
have not yet gained significant benefits
from the occurrence of these resources,
including the neritic tuna. This is associated with fact that very little investment has
been made into improving benefits.
The challenges, faced by SWIO states
and the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission
(IOTC), to promote sustainable tuna fisheries include difficulties in incorporating
Rights-Based Management (RBM) approaches into tuna fisheries management
This is largely due to the fact that tuna is
a highly migratory resource and found
significantly on the high seas (outside the
EEZs of any countries).
Further challenges include: weak national
and SWIO institutional, policy and legal
instruments; inadequate national and
SWIO capacity to curb IUU fishing practices; paucity of data/information on the
status of stocks, mainly from small-scale
fisheries; and lack of capacity of the SWIO
states to use/exploit, monitor and survey
tuna in their EEZs.
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WWF Coastal East Africa Global Initiative
(WWF-CEAI)
In 2010, in order to help address the issues and challenges described above,
and promote the sustainability of the
tuna fisheries in the Coastal East Africa
region, WWF established the Coastal East
Africa Global Initiative (CEAI). The initial
geographical focus was on Kenya, Tanzania and Mozambique (Somalia was, and is
still, in a delicate political situation), which
due to the highly migratory (shared stock)
nature of tuna, and to cover all its main
migratory/occurrence areas, was expanded to cover the SWIO island states (Seychelles, Comoros, Madagascar and Mauritius). This was done in full coordination
with WWF MWIOPO (Madagascar and
Western Indian Ocean Program Office),
based in Madagascar, and covering all the
SWIO island states.
CEAI is part of the WWF International
Network, and is one of its 13 large-scale
programmes. Its vision is: “Coastal East Africa’s unique and globally significant natural resource base provides the essential
goods and services that support biodiversity, as well as economic development
and the livelihoods of present and future
generations”. The overall goal for the 15year CEAI tuna strategy is that: by 2025,
a healthy and productive population of
tuna supports sustainable fisheries stocks
in SWIO region. The first 5-year phase
objective is that: by the end of FY2015,

SWIO States are increasingly controlling
and equitably benefiting from a reformed
sustainable tuna fisheries governance regime.

Participants at the South West Indian Ocean
Fisheries Commission (SWIOFC) Meeting on Regional
Minimum Terms and Conditions (below). © Obinna
Anozie

“Coastal East Africa’s unique and globally significant
natural resource base provides the essential goods and
services that support biodiversity, as well as economic
development and the livelihoods of present and future
generations”.

People and the Environment
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Skipjack" (Katsuwonus pelamis) (above). © John Kabubu
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Approach followed by CEAI for addressing
From 2010 until now, WWF has followed six interconnected work streams to be able
to engage and promote a common approach to tuna management, involving better
participation, benefit sharing and sustainability within the SWIO region:
1. BUILDING A POLITICAL COALITION –
THROUGH:
t#VJMEJOHUIFKVTUJöDBUJPOGPSUVOBNBOagement reforms and ensuring that SWIO
states within IOTC are responsible and accountable;
t$POEVDUJOHFDPOPNJDWBMVBUJPOPGUVOB
resources in SWIO states to clearly show
the current distribution of benefits and
what could be achieved with improved
engagement of the countries;
Preparing position papers on the status
and dynamics of the tuna fishing industry
in the SWIO region;
t$BNQBJHOJOHBOESBJTJOHBXBSFOFTTPO
the ecological, social and economic benefits from improved tuna fisheries governance;
t-PCCZJOH48*0HPWFSONFOUT UIF"GSJcan Union (AU), Southwest Indian Ocean
Fisheries Commission/FAO, Regional Economic Communities (Southern African
Development Community), and other
players to support transformation.

the regional tuna fishery;
t%FWFMPQJOHBOEQJMPUJOHQSPKFDUTTIPXing how RBM and Ecosystem Based Management (EBM) improve fish, fishing environment and livelihoods of local fishers,
and their adoption for fisheries management;
t &OTVSJOH UIBU MPDBM DPNNVOJUJFT BOE
local fishing industries are not deprived
from net benefits;
t#VJMEJOHDBQBDJUZGPS48*0TUBUFTUPFYploit their EEZ and high seas fisheries;
t 4VQQPSUJOH 48*0 TUBUFT UP EFWFMPQ SFgional minimum terms and conditions for
fisheries access agreements;
t -PCCZJOH &VSPQFBO BOE PUIFS NBSLFUT
to achieve greater equity in fisheries access agreements;
t &OTVSJOH UIBU BMMPDBUJPO PG öTIJOH PQportunities for tuna takes into account the
development aspirations of SWIO states.

4. PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF TUNA RESOURCES –
THROUGH:
2. FACILITATING TUNA FISHERIES MAN- t'BDJMJUBUJOHUIFBEPQUJPOBOEJNQMFNFOAGEMENT REFORM – THROUGH:
tation of measures for better managet'BDJMJUBUJOHBQSPDFTTGPS48*0TUBUFTUP ment of tuna resources in SWIO national
agree on a collective approach to engage waters and high seas;
in tuna fisheries;
t&ODPVSBHJOHUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGUBSHFU
t 'BDJMJUBUJOH DPVOUSZ BOE SFHJPOBM MFWFM species catch limits and other managedialogue for fisheries reforms;
ment procedures (Harvest Control Rules/
t 4VQQPSUJOH DPPSEJOBUFE FòPSUT  FòFD- Strategies) for tuna populations;
tive participation and strategic inputs by t 4VQQPSUJOH 48*0 TUBUFT UP EFWFMPQSWIO states at relevant IOTC and other ing and harmonising tuna management
regional meetings.
plans and trade related measures/procedures;
3. PROMOTING THE IMPLEMENTATION t4VQQPSUJOHDPVOUSJFTUPBEPQUBOEJNOF RIGHTS-BASED FISHERIES MANAGE- plement FAO plan of action to prevent,
MENT (RBM) – THROUGH:
deter and eliminate IUU fishing;
t *NQMFNFOUJOH B TQFDJöD DBNQBJHO PO t 'BDJMJUBUJOH UIF DPVOUSJFT UP BEPQU BOE
20
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the Tuna Fisheries Work
implement catch documentation and
certification schemes for fish and fishery
products from fishing vessels to the market;
t%FWFMPQJOHUPPMTBOEQSPNPUJOHJOJUJBtives that strengthen Monitoring, Control
and Surveillance (MCS), including Port
State Measures Agreement, Vessel Monitoring System (VMS)/Automatic Identification System (AIS), High Seas Inspection,
co-management, etc;
t&YQMPSJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOETVQQPSUJOH
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification processes in SWIO region.
5. ENCOURAGING FUNDING FOR TUNA
REFORM
This action consisted mainly in strengthening linkages with existing/potential
donors and/or development partners to

support tuna transformational initiatives
in SWIO region.
6. ENCOURAGING SWIO STATES TO
CONSIDER A SWIO FISHERIES ACCORD
FOR SHARED MARINE FISH STOCKS (INCLUDING TUNA) – THROUGH:
t*EFOUJGZJOHBOJOUFSHPWFSONFOUBMFOUJUZ
to spearhead this process;
t%SBGUJOHUIFöTIFSJFTBDDPSEEJTDVTTJPO
paper;
t-PCCZJOHHPWFSONFOUTBOEQBSUOFSTUP
support fisheries reforms and the need
for fisheries accord;
t &OTVSJOH UIBU DPVOUSJFT EFWFMPQ BOE
adopt specific plans and commit resources for implementation of the Fisheries
Accord.

Directors of Mozambique, Kenya, and the Tanzania
Deep Sea Fisheries Authority Director (below).
© Domingos Gove
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Signature of the Maputo Declaration by the Fisheries
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Progress to Date on WWF engagement in the
Significant achievements have been obtained so far by the SWIO region, resulting
from in-country and collaborative tuna work among SWIO countries, CEAI/MWIOPO and other relevant entities, SWIOFC (FAO), African Union (AU-Inter-Agency
Bureau for Animal Resources; New Partnership for Africa’s Development), IOTC;
RECs (SADC), the World Bank, etc. These include:
Yellowfin tuna landed by artisanal tuna fishermen in
Nungwi (Zanzibar). © John Kabubu
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t*ODSFBTFEFOHBHFNFOUPG48*0DPVOtries in tuna fisheries management
BOEEFWFMPQNFOU as demonstrated by:
Mozambique and Maldives have since
joined the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC); SWIO countries are currently
very active in the production and proposal of IOTC Conservation and Management Measures; Seychelles and Mozambique have adopted the FAO Port State
Measures Agreement (PSMA), as part of
national and regional level approach to
strengthen Monitoring Control and Surveillance (MCS) and combat IUU – Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing
(mainly for tuna fisheries) in a cost-effective way; adoption of the Maputo Decla-

ration on Regional Minimum Terms and
Conditions (MTC) by Kenya, Mozambique
and Tanzania; adoption and Implementation of National Tuna Management and
Development Strategies in Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique and Madagascar;
t *NQSPWFE QFSGPSNBODF PG *05$ JO
strengthening Tuna Fisheries management including the adoption of pre-cautionary approach, reference points;
progressing with tuna quota allocation
discussions, as part of RBM process to
promote fisheries sustainability, etc;
t*ODSFBTFEJOWPMWFNFOUPGOBUJPOBM$JWJM
4PDJFUZ0SHBOJ[BUJPOT $40T BOE1SJWBUF
Sector (PS) in tuna fisheries management, including the legal establishment
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of national tuna fisheries CSP/PS forums in
Kenya (TUFAK) and Tanzania (TUNA); Plans
are underway for similar platforms to be
established in Mozambique, Madagascar,
Seychelles and Mauritius.
t 3FGPSNFE 4PVUI 8FTU *OEJBO 0DFBO
'JTIFSJFT$PNNJTTJPO 48*0'$ JODMVEing the establishment of SWIOFC Tuna
8PSLJOH 1BSUZ PO $PMMBCPSBUJPO BOE
$PPQFSBUJPOPO5VOB.BUFST which has
been fully operational since 2012. This has
been functioning as the coordinating umbrella to promote and strengthen regional collaboration and cooperation for tuna
fisheries management in SWIO region;
t.4$DFSUJöDBUJPOPG.BMEJWFT1PMFBOE
-JOF 4LJQKBDL 5VOB 'JTIFSJFT1. This process, supported by WWF, paved the way for
other MSC processes currently under way,
including the Maldives Pole and Line Yellowfin Tuna Fisheries, Maldives Hand Line

tutions (SWIOFC, IOTC) is key to secure
national/countries involvement in regional processes;
t Regional processes requires long-term
commitment to allow the countries to
build internal capacity to adequately
engage in trans-national issues; to build
trust and identify common goals among
different countries (this is critical for the
SWIO with very limited regional cooperation and large socio-cultural, language,
historic and economic fragmentation); to
build confidence for them to adequately
defend their common interests; and to
create regional capacity within the existing regional entities (Regional Economic
Communities - RECs and Regional Fisheries Body - RFB);
t Proliferation of Regional Economic
Communities (namely Common Market
for Eastern and Southern Africa - COME-

SWIO Tuna Fisheries Work
Yellowfin Tuna Fisheries, and Seychelles
and Mauritius Purse Seine Tuna Fisheries.
Other non-tuna fisheries have shown interest in MSC certification. Lobster, Octopus and Shrimp fishery in Kenya, Tanzania
and Mozambique have gone through the
MSC pre-assessment and now undergoing
fisheries improvementsand;
t"EPQUJPOPGUIF1PMJDZ'SBNFXPSLBOE
3FGPSN4USBUFHZGPSöTIFSJFTBOEBRVBculture in Africa, which is a framework to
drive a coherent and structured engagement of all the African countries to address
national and regional level sustainable
fisheries management, including Minimum Terms and Conditions (MTC), etc.

SA, East Africa Community - EAC, Indian
Ocean Commission - IOC and Southern
Africa Development Community - SADC)
engaging the same countries requires significant investment in harmonising their
common work and addressing conflicting
interest among them, to secure adequate
engagement of the countries. In this regard, the role of Africa Union, although at
its initial stages, as far as fisheries aspects
is concerned, is extremely important;
t Empowering CSO/PS does not ensure
automatic civil society engagement in an
offshore fishery, like the tuna, which is not
within their comfort zone;
t Comprehensive approach to fisheries
requires that one looks to the entire disLESSONS LEARNED
tribution range of the targeted fisheries
t"EFRVBUFTPDJPFDPOPNJDBEWPDBDZJT (for tuna fisheries this is the SWIO tuna
JNQPSUBOUUPTFDVSFDPVOUSJFTFOHBHF- migration area, and even the entire Inment, as it contains clear incentives relat- dian Ocean), including the different
ed to potential economic gains produced sub-sectors involved in its exploitation
by sustainable fisheries and adequate (artisanal, semi-industrial and industrial),
governance. Unhappily this may also af- if to be successful. In case of involving
fect the level of adoption of environmen- artisanal fisheries, complex socio-ecotal/sustainability aspects by the countries; nomic aspects should be adequately
t&OHBHJOHXJUISFMFWBOUSFHJPOBMJOTUJ- addressed.
People and the Environment
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Promote the implementation of the
SWIO tuna fisheries work, under the
recently approved Policy Framework
and Reform Strategy (PFRS) for African
Fisheries and Aquaculture to provide
the linkages and consistency among
pan-African work, regional and national
level work. This would also involve the
engagement of RECs, and RFMOs and
the political (at the highest level) commitment of national governments.
Promote harmonisation of the different
existing fisheries related regional initiatives, to be more costs-effective and
avoid duplication (SADC, IOC, EAC, etc).
Improve the coordination of tuna work
in the SWIO and the NWIO and other
coastal states within the Indian Ocean
to have a consistent approach within
the IOTC. This would reduce fragmentation and promote unification of Indian
Ocean coastal states around common
issues and challenges and draw on the
different experiences to quickly address
them.
Engage with funding agencies and development partners to embrace a common approach towards funding of SWIO
sustainable fisheries management.
Promotion of locally based tuna fisheries industry, including development and
strengthening artisanal tuna fisheries is
key for engaging and maintaining the
involvement of SWIO coastal states in
sustainable tuna fisheries.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
FAO. 2014. The State of World Fisheries
and Aquaculture: Opportunities and
challenges. 221pp;
Kwame Mfodwo and Colin Barnes. 2011.
Economic Evaluation of the Tuna Resources in the Western Indian Ocean;
WWF Coastal East Africa Initiative Strategic Plan, 2011-2015.
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The lush vegetation at the banks of the Tana River,
Tana Delta, Kenya (background photo).
River mouth of Tana River, Kenya (Bottom left).
Kenya's longest river, Tana River, as it enters the
Indian Ocean (bottom right). © Leonard Akwany,
Wetlands International Kenya
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Consortiums
A new approach to effective partnerships
by

Preetika BHANDERI, Programme Associate, Wetlands International Kenya.

The white sandy beaches and the lush green coastline confirm the magnificence
that Kenya has to offer. Over time, management of this coastal and marine
environment has seen the emergence of new ideas and new terminology.
One of the new terms dominating discussions around environmental conservation
is ‘Consortium’. In essence consortiums (or alliances) typically entail partnering
with other organisations to pursue shared goals for conservation and management
of natural resources.
People and the Environment
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Crocodiles enjoying the waters of Tana River, Tana Delta, Kenya. © Leonard Akwany, Wetlands International
Kenya
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T

here has, over recent years, been
increasing realisation that environmental conservation and
management was being carried out in a
narrow sectoral manner, with many actors
on the ground failing to co-ordinate their
efforts. This in turn has resulted in duplication of effort and unaddressed gaps leading to minimal and scattered impact. The
major benefit of alliances is that they bring
together the various strengths of the partnering organisations, which enables their
joint coordinated efforts to have a wider
and more holistic impact in a particular geographical location.
One such alliance working on the Kenyan
coast is Ecosystem Alliance. The Ecosystem
Alliance in Kenya focuses on the Tana Delta
and works towards advocacy and lobbying
for protection and conservation of the delta. At the same time the alliance promotes
climate friendly alternative livelihoods for
the local pastoral and agricultural communities. River deltas like the Tana are fragile,
dynamic and extremely rich in biodiversity, making them to be important wetland
systems, flooding in times of good rain and
later drying out again. Therefore, any small
change in the flood regime upsets the delicate natural balance. The Tana Delta has
been the focus of a number of agricultural
and other development projects over the
last three decades which have been controversial and largely disliked by local communities. The main challenges include:
t5IFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGVOTVTUBJOBCMFöTIJOH
practices;
t )ZESPMPHJDBM DIBOHFT DBVTFE CZ EBNming of the river and water offtake for irri-

gation for developments upstream;
t6ODMFBSMBOEPXOFSTIJQBOEUFOVSFJOTFcurity.
These environmental threats can generally be attributed to poor environmental
governance and compartmentalised decision-making with little regard for ecosystem health and function.
The Ecosystem Alliance partners are nonstate actors who work at the local Tana
Delta and Tana River basin scale. Wetlands
International Kenya leads the Alliance
while partnering with the Environmental
Liaison Centre International (ELCI), Nature
Kenya and Wild Living Resources (WLR).
The Ecosystem Alliance at a global level is
a collaboration between the IUCN National
Committee of the Netherlands (IUCN NL),
Both ENDS (a Dutch NGO), and Wetlands
International and their offices and partners
in 18 countries. It brings together a broad
network of international and local NGOs to
help local communities manage and use
ecosystems in a sustainable way.
A "The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity" (TEEB) study is being conducted for Tana River at the basin scale.
This TEEB study will provide information
regarding potential environmental tradeoffs for developments planned for the
Tana Delta. To complement this, a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and
Land Use Planning (LUP) are being conducted, both of which will further inform
land use options in the Tana Delta. Participatory approaches are being adopted in
negotiations towards ecosystem-friendly
agriculture and fishing. The pressure on
the forests has been reduced as solar
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driers are being used in the fishing sector, minimising the need for fuelwood.
Additionally, existing natural resources
(e.g. baobab fruits) are being sustainably
used and marketed through value-chain
addition. All the activities of the Ecosystem Alliance are aimed at sustainable use
and management of the natural resources and enhancing the livelihoods of the
local community.
The Ecosystem Alliance also has strategic
partnerships with other non-state actors
including local community based organisations (CBO), women’s groups and NGOs
such as Kenya Wetlands Forum and Kenya Forests Working Group. Combining
efforts with these organisations and with
the government, we have achieved active
involvement in the formulation of the Na-

tional Wetlands policy for Kenya. Additionally, focus is being placed on inclusion of
Integrated Landscape Management (ILM),
SEA-LUP and TEEB approaches in the national environment policy. The government partners include the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA),
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) and Tana
River county government. Partnering with
KWS, the Ecosystem Alliance achieved the
aim of designating Tana Delta as Kenya’s
newest Ramsar site.
Unfortunately landscapes continue to be
altered, having negative impacts on biodiversity and ecosystems. However, in
response, consortiums complement and
enhance the conservation efforts of all
actors for greater impact, which is good
news indeed.

Ecosystem Alliance Kenya team crossing the Tana
River by boat to visit a community village. © Leonard
Akwany, Wetlands International Kenya

The Ecosystem Alliance in Kenya focuses on the Tana Delta and works towards
advocacy and lobbying for protection and conservation of the delta.
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The community-based mangrove
management in the Manambolo Tsiribihina
landscape
by Rémi RATSIMBAZAFY1 , Dannick RANDRIAMANANTENA2 and Judicael RAKOTONDRAZAFY3, WWF Madagascar and
West Indian Programme Office, 101 ANTANANARIVO, MADAGASCAR

CBOs replanting mangroves. © WWF Office Madagascar
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Mangroves of Manambolo Tsiribihina provide livelihood for several local community villages ranging from timber for construction and fuel wood to fishing (fishes,
shrimps, crabs) and harvesting mangrove associated goods (leaves, seeds, barks for
therapeutic properties, honey).
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Background
Local communities of the
Manambolo Tsiribihina
mangroves landscape are
living in isolated villages
without access to basic
needs.

Localization of WWF intervention in the Manambolo
Tsiribihina mangrove landscape. Source: WWF Madagascar Country Office

T

he Manambolo Tsiribihina mangrove landscape in western
Madagascar includes among
the largest, most relative intact stretches of estuarine type of mangrove forest
in Madagascar (about 60,000ha, Kiener
19724), providing important habitat for
a wide range of threatened species and
critical environmental services for remote,
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local communities. Floristically, eight
species make the Manambolo Tsiribihina
mangroves including Rhizophora mucronata, Bruguiera gymnorhiza and Ceriops
tagal (RHIZOPHORACEAE), Avicennia marina (AVICENNIACEAE), Sonneratia alba
(SONNERATIACEAE), Lumnitzera racemosa
(COMBRETACEAE), Heritiera littoralis (MALVACEAE) and Xylocarpus granatum (ME-
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LIACEAE). The mangroves of Manambolo
Tsiribihina also serve as habitat for endemic and threatened birds— the Madagascar fish eagle (Haliaeetus vociferoides,
CR), the Malagasy sacred ibis (Threskiornis
bernieri, EN), the Humblot’s heron (Ardea
humbloti, EN), and the Bernier’s teal (Anas
bernieri, EN).
Mangroves of Manambolo Tsiribihina provide livelihood for several local community villages ranging from timber for construction and fuel wood to fishing (fishes,
shrimps, crabs) and harvesting mangrove
associated goods (leaves, seeds, barks for
therapeutic properties, honey). But recent analysis in the Menabe region shows
that dense mangroves have been subject
to significant loss, 39% (approximately
1,330 ha) from 1994 to 2011 (Ranaivosoa,
20135), caused mainly by the increasing
demand of mangroves wood (construction and charcoal production) from big
towns, the non-enforcement of laws and
regulations (weak control and surveillance system, weak governance due to
the effect of the political crises) and the
very recent practice of mangroves areas
conversion for rice farming. Furthermore,
an assessment of the climate change vulnerability in the Manambolo Tsiribihina
mangroves landscape shows that eco-

systems vulnerability varied from high to
medium depending on the mangroves
resilience and the presence of zones with
a high probability of flooding. In terms of
social vulnerability which is influenced by
the proximity of communes to an urban
center, the lowest vulnerability communities are located in the highest vulnerability mangroves and vice versa (Clausen et
al., 20106). Villages have exhibited a significant autonomous adaptation response
to past extreme climate events, notably
cyclones which provide direct effects
(e.g. flooding, destruction of houses) and
indirect effects (e.g. blockage of freshwater supplies) responsible for migration of
individual households or the entire villages. This indicates that communities have
independently developed only a narrow
range of responses and generally exhibit
a low adaptive capacity probably caused
by the low education levels and the high
level of isolation of villages.
Local communities of the Manambolo
Tsiribihina mangroves landscape are living in isolated villages without access to
basic needs. They have faced economic,
political and social chocks leading them
more vulnerable, and therefore conducting them to depend and rely more
on mangrove goods and services. They

lack capacity, opportunities and tools
to control, sustainably use, manage and
maintain natural resources upon which
they depend. But in order to secure the
continued provision of services from this
mangrove ecosystem, it is important to
manage it and minimize the degradation which will bring risks of increasing
poverty and worsening the living conditions of already marginalized local communities.
Maintaining the integrity of these mangrove resources and the services they
provide is therefore imperative and in
response, WWF has undertaken two
kinds of activities: (1) Enabling community-based mangrove management
and (2) Promoting improved livelihoods
based on sustainable use of natural resources. A cross-cutting activity focused
on capacity building is also carried out
in order to empower local communities
to become stewards of natural resources
and real actor on making decision process related to natural resources governance.
The intervention of WWF in the Manambolo Tsiribihina mangroves landscape is
currently localized in the districts, rural
communes, Fokontany7 and villages/
hamlets showed in Table 1.

…activity focused on capacity building is also carried
out in order to empower local communities…

Table 1: WWF areas of intervention
in the Manambolo Tsiribihina landscape.

Region

MENABE

MELAKY

District

Rural commune

Fokontany

Villages/Hamlets

Household

Morondava

Bemanonga

Kivalo

Kivalo village, Ambato su mer, Ampatiky

300

2,500

Tsimafana

Kaday

Kaday village, Morafeno, Bekily, Ambalanomby, Tanambao, Soanafindra, Behisatry

262

1,844
1,200

Belo/Tsiribihina

Antsalova

Belo/Tsiribihina

Ambakivao

Ambakivao, Mangarahara, Ankapoaka Milikoky, Betania, Nosimaitso

200

Andapotaly

Andapotaly, Antanandahy, Belanora, Andohatany, Andrafonenta

180

817

Tambohobe

Andramasay, Tambohobe, Nosikary, Antsakoalavo

75

420

Tomboarivo

Tomboarivo

-

-

Antsakoamalinike

Antsakoamalinike

-

-

Tsimandrafoza

Borongeny

-

-

Mavoatoky

Mavoatoky

-

-

Soarano/mer

Soarano/mer

-

-

Aboalimena

Moravagno

Bevàvà, Andalambazaha, Tanambao Port, Maroaly, Soahazo, Moravagno

150

635

Masoarivo

Beanjavilo

Mozambika, Beanjavilo, Tamotamo, Nosikary, Amboanio, Anosy Avaratra

200

1,200
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Enabling community-based
mangrove management
Mangrove restoration with CBOs. © WWF Office
Madagascar

…local communities are
aware of the importance
of preserving mangroves
which ensure their
subsistence and survival.
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WWF has started its intervention in the
landscape since 2004 through an overview analysis of the stakes and the involved local actors related to the mangrove management (BCPA, 20068). Since
then, lots of support has been given to
community-based organizations (CBOs)
on all aspects linked to sustainable natural
resource management. In the Manambolo Tsiribihina landscape, the current community-based mangroves management
process is indeed implemented through a
transfer of management contract. This has
been carried out thanks to support from
WWF and its institutional and technical
partners, notably the decentralized forest
and fisheries services, representatives of
rural communes and the OPCI9, and national and local organizations bringing
complementary expertise at the field level
(CNFEREF10, Durrell Wildlife Conservation
Trust, Saragna, Code Menabe, Universities). The WWF Capacity Development
Programme also brings its contribution
to build organizational, technical and institutional capacity among CBOs in order
for them to become effective agents of

change, for the sake of conservation and
natural resource management.
The transfer of management contract process is regulated under a national law called
GELOSE (96-025 of 30 September 1996 related to the local management of renewable natural resources) which delegates
the management (and not the property)
of natural resources (here the mangrove
forests) to local communities organized in
community-based association. We call also
this latter community-based organization
(COBA) or VOI (Vondron’Olona Ifotony) in
Malagasy.
The management contract document is
composed of various elements, the management plan, the “cahier des charges”,
the agreed social convention or dina and
action plan. From the CBO creation, the
establishment of all of those documents,
to the operationalization of the community-based mangrove management (including monitoring and evaluation aspects),
organizational, technical (including literacy) and institutional (advocacy, lobbying) capacity are given to CBO members,
until they are capable of assuming their
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commitment mentioned into the management contract. This will take two to
three years until the official signature between the government representatives
(decentralized forest and environment
and fisheries services, the mayor of the involved rural commune) and the President
of the CBO is effective. Once signed, the
management contract transfer process is
subject to an evaluation carried out by the
government representatives every three
years with a renewal in case of good score.
A bad score from the evaluation could
lead to the redrawing of the management
contract from the CBO. After two good
evaluations, the renewal will go for ten
years. Until now, WWF and its partners
have supported several CBO in mangrove
management as shown in Table 2.

Region

District
Morondava

MENABE

are requesting the implementation of the
same management process in their mangrove areas. The great mobilization and
commitment from the local communities
to this community-based management
initiative has conducted positive impact
on the natural resources, and at least, no
encroachments have been recorded in
areas of mangroves under management.
Even though a data base to monitor the
threats level is not yet in place, regional
authorities of Menabe mentioned report
lastly that pressures on natural resources
have decreased drastically in the managed mangroves areas compared to other
inland sites and habitats. And because of
the existing great momentum and engagement within local stakeholders, and
the gained benefits it might bring for the

.S4BJE+BDRVJ B$#0SFQSFTFOUBUJWF
BOE 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 'PLPOUBOZ PG
,BEBZ  TBJE “Thanks to the support
from WWF, discussion is now possible with the General Secretary of the
Region without any hesitation and
we can really expose our daily concerns with respect and attention”.
.ST"SMJOF+PTFQIJOF BNPUIFSPGUXP
DIJMESFO  XIP CFOFöUFE GSPN UIF MJUFSBDZ QSPHSBN  TBJE “Thanks to the
literacy campaign held by WWF, we
are currently able to do the calculation ourselves and negotiate the
price of our products with collectors”.

Villages

CBO name

Areas under management

Observations

Kivalo

Analamaitso tsy angnolo (100 members)

5,321 ha

Contract renewal.

Ambakivao

Lovainjafy (57 members)

2,935 ha

New contract (2014).

Antanandahy

Mahaligny (60 members)

1,525 ha

New contract (2014).

Andramasay

Tafitasoa

2,956 ha

New contract (2014).

Bevàvà

Mijoha (137 members)

2,556 ha

Contract renewal.

Borongeny

Anala Abo

1,000 ha

Creation in progress.

Antsakoamalinike

Magnitse (40 members)

95 ha

Without contract management transfer.

Soarano/mer

Soamijoro

849 ha

Without contract management transfer.

Mavoatoky

Mitantantsoa

Not delimited yet

Creation in progress.

Tomboarivo

Mahalomba (76 members)

517 ha

Creation in progress.

Tsimandrafoza

Alazafy (17 members)

1,678 ha

Creation in progress.

Beanjavilo

Fibetsi

5,400 ha

Contract renewal.

Belo/Tsiribihina

MELAKY

Antsalova

From now, local communities are aware of
the importance of preserving mangroves
which ensure their subsistence and survival. Delimited areas of mangroves (as shown
in Table 2) are currently under improved
management and local communities really
respect their engagement. Even, initiatives
of mangroves restoration are carried out in
some villages covering areas from 5 to 50
ha and local communities deserve lots of
motivation to this initiative. For this latter,
a data base is currently in a development
process in order to better monitor the results in terms of success and failure and
the ecological impacts. Thanks also to the
exchange visits made very often between
COBA in the same landscape, other villages

short, medium and long term, the regional
authorities decided to integrate the community-based mangrove management
into the Regional Development Plan. A
very important aspect that is currently
worth to mention is also the capability
of CBO members to express their voice
during important meetings related to natural resources governance at regional and
national level.
This community-based mangrove management is getting more and more support from local actors, thanks to the institutional role of the Regional Coastal Zone
Management Committee set up officially11 at the regional level (Region of Menabe) and the OPCI. This regional commitPeople and the Environment
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Table 2: Description of CBOs supported by WWF
in the Manambolo Tsiribihina mangrove landscape.

tee is regrouping all coastal practitioners
in the region and functions as a consulting body providing more coordination
and synergy between all current initiatives. It is also acting as decision making
mechanism with regards to coastal zone
management. This regional committee
has helped a lot in the integration of the
sustainable mangrove management aspect into the Regional Development Plan.
33
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Promoting improved livelihoods based on
sustainable use of natural resources

A group photo of the restoration team. © WWF Office
Madagascar

Preserving mangroves does not deserve
consideration to local communities unless
goods (fishes, crabs, shrimps) it provides
bring added values to them. In response,
WWF with its technical and institutional
partners support local fishermen (members of CBOs) in improving their fish and
crab production while ensuring the sustainable management of the mangrove
forest. For this, capacity building is given
to local fishermen on fishing techniques
and gears, as well as on processing (salting). This latter has improved well the
quality of their product and therefore
they can sell more fishes in the local markets. In response to the women needs in
the villages also, hook and line fishing has
been developed recently to permit them
to generate more revenues in their respective household.
In terms of crab fishery, this has been very
artisanal with weak production and low
access to existing markets. As for example,

In terms of crab fishery, this has been very artisanal
with weak production and low access to existing markets.
34
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the post captures loss is about 20% of the
total catch until 50% for certain areas (Robsona, 201312) and this because of the long
distance that local fishermen have to do to
reach collectors along with the bad conditioning process. Actually, because of the
decline of the shrimp fisheries few years
ago, the mangroves crab Scylla serrata has
gained more economic importance at national level. The recent figure shows a current production of 2,500 tons/year over a
potential of 7,500 tons/year at national level. 75% of crabs harvested are currently exported, with still a high demand from the
international markets (SmartFish, 201213).
Therefore, to take advantages of this great
opportunity, WWF and the SmartFish
Programme14 build capacity of local fishermen on new harvesting (belaroa) and
conditioning techniques such as natural
enclosures, shelters, cage-viviers (traps),
boxes with shelves for transport, and all of
these made of local materials. 108 households from several villages (Ambakivao,
Mangarahara, Nosimaintso, Antanandahy, Andapitaly, Ankililaly and Beanjavilo)
benefited training and 540 belaroa and 48
cages-viviers distributed. This new technique allowed local fishermen to harvest
crabs with bigger size compared to the artisanal one, and the post-capture loss rate
does not exceed 1.8% of the total capture
until the collector’s level. This success has
led to the extension of the new techniques
to other villages (Kaday, Kivalo, Tanambao
Port, Bevavà and Andramasay).
Through all this process, strong ownership and motivation are observed from
the local fishermen, but they have to be
structured as a cooperative in order to
defend their interests and to be able to
sell their product outside their locality according to the existing regulations. Therefore, capacity is built among them and
this through a partnership between WWF
and Consortium Lalanda which is a local
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Official ceremony for the transfer of the management contract, CBRNM, Menabe. © WWF Office
Madagascar

NGO specialized in fisheries management, training of trainers, organizational
and educational aspects and literacy for
the development. Four cooperatives are
actually in a creation process in Borongeny, Ambato/mer, Bevavà and Ambakivao
and one of them already got their official
subscription certificate delivered by the
Regional Service for the Economy. Furthermore, negotiation with private sectors is already established and as for example, the economic operator AQUAMEN
has concluded an agreement with the
villages of Ambakivao, Kaday and Bevavà;
and SOPEMO with Beanjavilo. AQUAMEN
and SOPEMO are among the main big
companies exporting crabs products in
the Manambolo Tsiribihina landscape.
In addition to this marine reserve initiative coming from local communities
themselves, WWF facilitated also the development of a chain of custody plan for
the crab fishery for the Menabe region.
This plan received large contribution from
CBOs; local associations and NGO; the
governmental decentralized technical
services (marine resources and fisheries;
environment, ecology and forest; trade;
finance); rural Communes, District and
Region authorities; and private sectors
(economic operators) and programmes/
projects. The overall goal of this plan is for
local communities to take economic advantages from the crab fishery and market
while maintaining the ecological services
and goods provided by the mangroves.
The crab fishery has also been considered
as promising development sector in the
Regional Development Plan of the Menabe Region. “This will be an opportunity for
the Menabe Region to recover its reputation
of having the most healthy crab production
while preserving the mangrove forest for
the benefits of local communities”, said the
General Secretary of the Menabe Region,
Mr. Said Boanali.

.S1FSBO BDSBCöTIFSNBOBOEGBUIFS
PG GPVS DIJMESFO MJWJOH JO UIF WJMMBHF PG
.BOHBSBIBSB  TBJE “Many years ago,
the crab fishing was still considered as
a sub-activity practiced only by poor
people. Today, crab harvesting allow
me to gain more revenues to feed my
family, and to get my kids to school
and purchase new equipment. Compared to previous years, my income
has tripled, and these because of supports gave by technicians of WWF and
SmartFish Programme who taught us
how to use the belaroa and cage-vivier. He said also: “thanks God, this happens because of the increasing price of
crabs in the actual market”. 5IFQSJDF
QFSLHJOUIFMPDBMNBSLFUTJTDVSSFOUMZ
GPVSUJNFTUIFQSJDFJO 
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Although these economic existing
PQQPSUVOJUJFT  MPDBM DPNNVOJUJFT BSF
BXBSF PG UIF DIBMMFOHFT BIFBE BT UIF
EFNBOEGPSDSBCTQSPEVDUTXJMMJODSFBTF
JO UIF MPDBM BOE JOUFSOBUJPOBM NBSLFUT
5PBOUJDJQBUFUIFQPTTJCMFPWFSFYQMPJUBtion, an initiative of creating a “marine
SFTFSWFwJTJOEFWFMPQNFOU.S+PTFQI
3FOÏ  UIF 1SFTJEFOU PG UIF 'PLPOUBOZ
PG "NCBLJWBP  TBJE “Being aware of
the importance of mangroves for our
livelihoods, we will start in 2014 to delineate and set up a temporary marine
reserve for crabs. The reason for this
decision is to balance the level of harvesting and the maintenance of the
mangroves. This marine reserve will
also serve as an experimental pilot
site which allows us to demonstrate
that conservation is really workable
and profitable for local communities”.
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Conclusion
An obvious big momentum currently
exists in the Manambolo Tsiribihina and
shared by all the involved parties leading
to the ownership of all undertaken activities. This is mainly due to various points:
t 5IF DPNCJOFE DPOTJEFSBUJPO PG UIF
management aspect of the mangroves
and the economic benefits for local communities drawn from the fishery around
the mangrove.
t5IFCVJMEJOHDBQBDJUZHJWFOUP$#0BOE
responding directly to their needs on organizational, technical and institutional
aspects.
t 5IF NVMUJ BDUPST BOE NVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZ
approach making added values from
complementary existing expertise.
t 5IF 88' FOHBHFNFOU UP DPOUSJCVUF
to the sustainable development of the
entire Manambolo Tsiribihina mangrove
landscape and particularly targeting local
communities at grass root level.
Although obvious small impacts but
noteworthy are already observed, continued efforts are still needed for the
immediate future on capacity building
and monitoring and evaluation aspects.
Lessons learned and good practices will
be duplicated in other villages in order
to scale up the successful approaches
undertaken. A little progress has been
made to empower local communities at
grass root level when dealing with nat-

ural resources management, but more
effective enforcement of the national decentralization policy will surely be the key
driver to transform local communities as
real actors responsible of managing their
natural resources. Indeed, in addition to
the GELOSE law, decrees already exist in
Madagascar to give legal power to local
communities on natural resources management and governance but it is not yet
effectively enforced.
Many constraints are still also pertaining
and could hinder the motivation of local
communities. Indeed, they still live without the basic needs (health and education, access to drinkable water, low agriculture potential, insecurity) being in very
isolated areas, far from economic operators and development sectors initiatives.
In response, WWF is searching for strategic partnership with actors working on
development sectors that could address
these issues.
And finally, our grateful thanks will go to
all our financial partners (WWF, the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, the Leona M. and Harry B.
Helmsley Charitable Trust and the SmartFish Programme) for giving us the opportunities to fulfill these activities with our
institutional and technical partners in the
Manambolo Tsiribihina mangrove landscape.

1 Rémi RATSIMBAZAFY: WIOMER Ecoregional Leader.
2 Dannick RANDRIAMANANTENA: Mangrove Project Manager in the Manambolo Tsiribihina landscape.
3 Judicael RAKOTONDRAZAFY: Mangrove Socio-Organizer in the Manambolo Tsiribihina landscape.
4 Kiener, A., 1972. Ecologie, Biologie et possibilités de mise en œuvre des mangroves malgaches. Bulletin de Madagascar n°308.
5 Ranaivosoa, H. N. P. P., 2013. Analyse spatiale des mangroves en vue d’établir un schéma d’aménagement dans la zone du Delta de Tsiribihina. Mémoire de DESS, 110 pages.
6 Clausen A., Rakotondrazafy H., Ralison H.O., Andriamanalina A. 2010. Les Mangroves de l’Ouest de Madagascar : Analyse de la vulnérabilité au changement climatique. WWF MWIOPO, Antananarivo. 26 pages.
7 The Fokontany is the smallest administrative unit in Madagascar.
8 Bureau de Consultation pour la Pêche et l’Aquaculture, 2006. Collecte des données scientifiques et techniques pour l’élaboration d’un plan simplifié d’aménagement et de gestion des mangroves.
Rapport pour le WWF, 169 pages.
9 OPCI: Public Organism for Intercommunal Cooperation regrouping five communes in the Menabe region and playing an institutional role on natural resources management.
10 CNFEREF : Centre National de Formation et d’Etudes et de Recherche en Environnement et Foresterie.
11 Created under a regional ARRETE N° 093/11- REG.MBE.
12 Robsona V., 2013. Etude de la filière crabe du paysage Manambolo, plan de développement de filière, 118 pages.
13 SmartFish, 2012. Une analyse globale de la chaîne d’approvisionnement de la pêcherie du crabe de mangroves à Madagascar. Rapport SF/2012/24, 81 pages.
14 Programme of the Indian Ocean Commission funded by the European Union. (www.smartfish-coi.org)
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Durban’s successful
implementation of the KZN
Living with Coastal Erosion
Best Practice Guide
by Tandi BREETZKE, leading Professional, Royal HaskoningDHV, Durban, South Africa
and Dr Andrew MATHER, Project Executive, eThekwini Municipality, Durban, South Africa

Change in life is inevitable…

Emergency erosion mitigation measures underway
near Kelso, KZN South Coast, March 2007.
© Adrienne Edgson
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Change in life is inevitable. Change in the coastal zone/environment, as with life,
is also inevitable and a completely natural process. Coastal environments either
accrete (build seawards) or retreat (erode), often with devastating consequences
should man-made structures/development be located inappropriately or where
indigenous coastal vegetation has been removed. Human-induced global climate
change, with its predicted sea-level rise and increased storminess further exacerbates
this process (Mather, 2008).

Damaged infrastructure near Ballito, KZN North
Coast, March 2007 (above left). © Simon Bundy
Severe coastal erosion following the March 2007 erosion event, Ballito, KZN North Coast (above middle).
© Simon Bundy.
Severely damaged road infrastructure near Umkomaas, KZN South Coast, March 2007 (above right).
© KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs
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I

n keeping with KwaZulu-Natal’s
(KZN) guideline document entitled,
“Living with Coastal Erosion: A short
term, best practice guide” (hereinafter referred to as the “KZN Guide”)
published in 2008, eThekwini Municipality and other municipalities as well
as private land owners have implemented various methods of coastal defence.
The KZN Guide addresses mitigation of
coastal erosion using a combination of
techniques and schemes which included
‘hard’ engineering techniques (such as
concrete protective structures like seawalls), ‘soft’ engineering techniques (such
as planting of natural coastal vegetation
on re-created dunes) and managed retreat. Ultimately, the KZN Guide recommends working with, rather than against,
natural processes in responding to coastal
erosion. The preferred protection measure or soft solution proposed involves
the construction of a berm consisting of
a single row of geofabric or other suitable

sand bags of suitable weight, to reach a
height approaching that of the original
frontal dune at a gradient of between 18˚
and 24˚. This berm should be covered
with sand and vegetated with appropriate dune species as per the original
natural zones. In some cases additional
protection consisting of gabion baskets
filled with bags is proposed to be used to
protect the seaward base (or ‘toe’) of the
berm (Breetzke et al, 2008). This type of
sea defence was deemed to be a cost-effective option relative to hard protection
measures, and while acknowledging that
it would require continuous maintenance,
was deemed effective in improving slope
stability, reducing the impacts of wave energy and providing for the continuation of
natural coastal processes and beach amenities (Breetzke et al, 2008).
Five years have since passed and, as of
2013, many municipalities and individuals have implemented various approaches to of coastal defence in keeping with
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the KZN Guide. Coastal defences implemented by the eThekwini Municipality,
which have been technically reviewed, as
well as those implemented in the recent
Durban Central Beachfront (former Golden Mile) re-development, afford an good
opportunity to review the recommendations made in the Guide.
Corbella and Stretch, both now of the
University of KwaZulu-Natal, undertook
a review of Durban’s coastal defences in
2012, with particular reference to the performance of geotextiles as a sea defence.
It is noted that, as of 2012, ±20 000 geotextile units valued at ±R70 million had
been installed along a 100km long stretch
of coastline in KZN (Corbella and Stretch,

2012a; Corbella and Stretch 2012b). These
papers provide a detailed historical overview of Durban’s beach protection since
1857, evaluate Durban’s coastal defence
experiences following the dramatic 2007
tidal event and detail their successes and
failures. As such, they provide practical
insights into the evaluation of the implementation of the KZN Guide. Corbella and
Stretch note that Geotextile sand-filled
containers (GSC’s), which are considered
to be a relatively new and cost effective
technology in South Africa, can still be
considered as a form of ‘soft defence’ in
stabilising the coast, as they can be easily
cut and removed if required (Corbella and
Stretch, 2012a).

Table 1: Summary of Corbella and Stretch (2012a,
2012b) assessment of coastal defence with specific
reference to geotextile bags1. Source: Corbella and
Stretch, 2012a; Corbella and Stretch 2012b

Ultimately, the KZN Guide recommends working with, rather than against, natural
processes in responding to coastal erosion.

Geotextile
bags

overview
t6TFJOJUJBUFEJO64" /FUIFSMBOET(FSNBOZZFBSTBHP
t*OJUJBMMZPOMZNBOVGBDUVSFECZ,BZNBD 1UZ -UEUSBEJOHBT,BZUFDIBT&OWJSP3PDL¥
t&WPMWFEUPYYNUXPMBZFSCBH JOOFSQPMZFTUFSHFPUFYUJMFBOEPVUFS67TUBCJMJTFETUBQMFöMBNFOUQPMZQSPQZMFOF CPOEFEUPHFUIFSXJUIUXPDIVUFTGPSöMMJOH

Filling
Installation

t*OJUJBMMZöMMFEUPDBQBDJUZ øPPEFEXJUIXBUFSUPDPNQBDU
t.VTUOPUPWFSöMMBTTUBCJMJUZJNQBDUFECZASPVOEJOH
t0SJFOUBUFEXJUIMPOHJUVEJOBMBYJTQFSQFOEJDVMBSUPUIFEJSFDUJPOPGXBWFBUUBDL

Slope

t"QQMJDBCMFTMPQFEFCBUFEJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ
t4MPQFGSPNUPQSPQPTFEJOMJUFSBUVSF
t'MBUUFSXBMMMFTTXBWFMPBEJOHCVUHSFBUFSXBWFSVOVQ
t8BMMTWVMOFSBCMFUPWBOEBMJTNEFHSBEBUJPOCZVMUSBWJPMFUMJHIU

Bag performance

Proposed solution

tTUTVCTUBOUJBMUFTUPO+VMZNPòTIPSFTJHOJöDBOUXBWFIFJHIU
t/VNFSPVTTIPSUDPNJOHTIJHIMJHIUFE
t7BOEBMJTFECBHTMFBLFETBOEDBVTJOHXFBLTQPUT
t-PXFSCBHTTIJGUFEGPSXBSE TMPQFPGCBHTFBXBMMTTUFFQFOFEOFBSUPFøBUUFOFE
near crest.
t-JGFFYQFDUBODZFTUJNBUFEBUZFBSTCVUMJUFSBUVSFFTUJNBUFTGSPNUPZFBST

Conclusions

Issues
t*OJUJBMMZVTFETUFFMGSBNFUPöMM%POFCZESFEHFQVNQTPSFYDBWBUPSBEEJUJPOBM
hand filling by shovel on the beach.
t/FXNBOVGBDUVSFSTIBWFTJODFFOUFSFEUIFNBSLFUCBHEJNFOTJPOTIBWFDIBOHFE
t4FBNPGCBHTUSFOHUI
t-PTTPGTBOEJTUIFNBJODBVTFPGQPUFOUJBMGBJMVSF
t4UJUDIJOHOFFETUPCFSFNPWFEUPöMMOFXCBHTXJUIUFOEFODZUPSVOQVMMJOHCBHT
open.
t$IVUFTOFFEJOHUPCFTUJUDIFECZIBOE
ene) bonded together with two chutes for filling.

t(FPGBCSJDCBHTTIPVMECFGPVOEFEPOSPDLPSUPBEFQUIUIBUFOTVSFTTUSVDUVSBMTUBCJMJUZ
t(FPGBCSJDCBHTOFFEUPIBWF%VUDIUPFBTBEEJUJPOBMEFGFODF
t(FPGBCSJDCBHTOFFEUPCFöMMFEUPDBQBDJUZ
t4MPQFTIPVMECF
t(FPGBCSJDCBHTOFFEUPCFDPWFSFEJOTBOEBOEWFHFUBUFE
t(FPGBCSJDCBHTTMFFQJOHEFGFODFoWFHFUBUJPODBOCFTUSJQQFEEVSJOHTUPSNTVSHFT
t8SBQTBSFBWJBCMFTVCTUJUVUFJOTFWFSFMZSFTUSJDUFEBSFBT
t.VTUJODMVEFHPPENPOJUPSJOHTZTUFN

t)BOETUJUDIFEQPSUJPOOFFETUPCFGBDFEMBOEXBSET
t)BOETUJUDIJOHOFFETTVQFSWJTJPOUPSFEVDFRVBMJUZøVDUVBUJPOT
t1SFQVODIJOHPGIPMFTBMMPXTGPSDPOTJTUFOUTQBDJOH
t/ZMPOOFFETUPCFDPSSFDUMZLOPUUFE
t6TFPGIBOEIFMETFXJOHNBDIJOFXBTOPUEFFNFEWJBCMFBOE
t/ZMPODBCMFUJSFTVTFEBTBOBMUFSOBUJWF

t*OTUBMMFEUPMPXFTUTDPVSMFWFMBOE
t*ODMVEFTFMGIFBMJOH%VUDIUPF

t4MPQFJOJUJBMMZDBMDVMBUFEBTCFUXFFOUPXIJDIJODMVEFTTBGFUZGBDUPSBOEJT
able to retain the most soil;
t$PWFSXJUITBOEBOEWFHFUBUF
t4VóDJFOUEFQUIPGHSPXJOHNFEJVNNVTUCFQSPWJEFEBTEVOFWFHFUBUJPODBOSPPU
into GSCs;
t/FFETUPCFUPSFUBJOTBOEBOE
t.PTUTUBCMFTMPQFEFUFSNJOFEBT
t.PWFNFOUPGTBOEXJUIJOCBHTJEFOUJöFEBTNBJODBVTF BUUSJCVUFEUP
– Bags not sufficiency filled;
– Bags leaked sand; and
– Bags elongated.
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…because of the significant public and private investment involved in its development, needs to be defended against wave attack and erosion.

Durban Central Beachfront upgrade: Phase 1 dune
rehabilitation sections (above). © eThekwini Municipality
Wave overtopping during 2007 Tidal Surge event
(next page above). © eThekwini Municipality
Before and After: Durban Central Beachfront Upgrade (next page below). © Mike Andrews.
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The Durban Central Beachfront or Golden Mile is the stretch of beach running
north from the harbour entrance to the
Umgeni River/Blue Lagoon. It is the most
developed beachfront in the region, with
development starting in the early 1900’s.
It is now the main tourism attraction in
Durban and because of the significant
public and private investment involved
in its development, needs to be defended against wave attack and erosion. Responding to this attack has required the
implementation of a mixture of interventions dating back as far as 1857. The
primary risk considerations were the potential erosion lines and building set-back
lines. In Durban’s case these have applied
since the mid 1980’s, were amended in
1990, and recently updated just before
the most recent beachfront upgrades in
2009 (Mather 2009). In keeping with the
KZN Guide, the approach adopted was a

combination of sand replenishment, reinstatement of vegetated dunes and the
installation of soft coastal defences, using
geotextile bags, at areas of higher investment; the beach nodes identified in figure above. Significant damage has been
caused to Durban’s Central Beachfront as
a result of overtopping, inundation and
erosion caused by storm events, most notably that of 19 and 20 March 2007 (next
page). In addition, and in preparation for
South Africa’s hosting of the 2010 FIFA
Football World CupTM, eThekwini Municipality, as a host city, upgraded the Durban
Central Beachfront by extending the
promenade from uShaka to Blue Lagoon
and by redeveloping facilities at various
nodes. The re-development included the
upgrade and establishment of a 7km long
and, on average, 17m wide promenade
which commenced in June 2009 and
concluded in July 2013 (Figures right).
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Before

After
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Principles which informed
the beachfront upgrade
included:
Table 2: Summary assessment of Durban’s Central
Beachfront re-development. Source: Urban Green
File 2011

t5IFOFFEUPFOIBODFUIFIJTUPSJDBMJNQPSUBODFPGUIF$FOUSBM#FBDIGSPOU
t5IFOFFEUPSFDPHOJTFUIFTPDJBMJNQPSUBODFPGUIFBSFBGPSQFPQMFMJWJOHJO 
XPSLJOHJOBOEWJTJUJOHUIFDJUZ
t5IFOFFEUPQSPWJEFQVCMJDTQBDFTBOEGBDJMJUJFTGPSQFPQMFUPVTFJONBOZ
EJòFSFOUXBZT
t5IFOFFEUPQSJPSJUJTFBOEFODPVSBHFBSBOHFPGSFDSFBUJPOBMBDUJWJUJFT
t5BLJOHDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGLFZFOWJSPONFOUBMJTTVFT TVDIBTDPBTUBM
 NBOBHFNFOUBOETBGFUZ UISPVHIFOWJSPONFOUBMEFTJHOBOE
t1SPWJEJOHVQHSBEFEGBDJMJUJFTJOBXBZUIBUXPVMECFJOLFFQJOHXJUIGVUVSF
QMBOTGPSUIFCFBDIGSPOU
"TVNNBSZBTTFTTNFOUPGUIJTSFEFWFMPQNFOUJTEFUBJMFEJO5BCMFBOEJODMVEFTBOJEFOUJöDBUJPOPGUIFJTTVFT BOEXIBUXBTSFEFWFMPQFE BTXFMMBT
QSPCMFNTFODPVOUFSFEBOETPMVUJPOTJNQMFNFOUFE

Issue (why?)

What and how

The built environment is located
too close to the
shoreline and
the high-water
mark so measures
needed to be
taken to protect
this extensive
public and private
investment.

Durban’s central beachfront redevelopment included:
t*OTUBMMBUJPOPGTPGUFOHJOFFSJOHEFGFODFT HFPGBCSJDCBHT BEKBDFOUUPIJHIFSWBMVF
JOWFTUNFOUT OFXOPEFTFYJTUJOHMJGFTBWJOHGBDJMJUJFT 
t5IFTUSFUDIFTPGQSPNFOBEFXIJDIEPOPUIBWFTUSVDUVSFTCFIJOEUIFNXPVMEOPU
be protected from erosion using geofabric bags.
t5IFTFTUSFUDIFTXPVMECFQSPUFDUFECZSFIBCJMJUBUFEWFHFUBUFEEVOFT
t5IFTPGUFOHJOFFSJOHEFGFODFTJOTUBMMFEBSFDPOTJEFSFEUPCFTMFFQJOHEFGFODFT 
future damage to dune vegetation is anticipated;
t'VUVSFSFQBJSPSSFDPOTUSVDUJPOPGUIFQSPNFOBEFJTBOUJDJQBUFEJOUIFFWFOUPGUIF
erosion and damage in these stretches.

eThekwini’s central
beachfront is
an exception
as a result of
the Southern
breakwater
(Harbour mouth)
interfering with
natural sand
movement and
which prevents
natural littoral
drift and exacerbates erosion.
The best defence
against the negative impacts of
dynamic coastal
processes is a
vegetated dune
cordon.

Problems and solutions

Soft engineering defences installed included:
tSPCVTUHFPGBCSJDFOWJSPSPDLTBOECBHTXFJHIJOHBQQSPYJNBUFMZUPOT
tHFPGBCSJDCBHTXFSFJOTUBMMFEUPBQQSPYJNBUFMZCBHTEFFQ CFMPXUIF
eThekwini Municipality erosion line (Mather 2009));
tBEPVCMFMBZFSPGCBHTXBTQMBDFEBUB  TMPQFXJUIBTFMGIFBMJOHUPF %VUDI
Toe);
tDSFBUJPOPGWFHFUBUFE NBONBEF EVOFDPSEPO CPUIBCPWFHFPGBCSJDCBHTBTXFMM
as remainder of beach (except for Wedge beach, Durban’s events beach which was
too narrow;
tUPNXJEFGPSFEVOFDSFBUFECZVTJOHTBDSJöDJBMTIBEFDMPUIGFODFBOEJODMVEFE
– The retention of a specific profile;
– Height of planting low (1.2 to 1.8 m) for security and aesthetic reasons (Don’t spoil
view).
t&YJTUJOHIJHIWFHFUBUJPOSFUBJOFEJODFSUBJOBSFBT GPSFYBNQMFBU4VODPBTUBOE
tLNPGHSFFOMBXOT

The purpose of such investment was to:
tQSPWJEFJOTVSBODFGPSUIF$JUZJOWFTUNFOUCZQSPUFDUJOHOFXJOGSBTUSVDUVSF
tQSPWJEJOHBCVòFSGSPNXBWFJOVOEBUJPO
tQSPUFDUJOHUIFJOWFTUNFOUBOEUIFOFJHICPVSJOHEFWFMPQNFOUTGSPNUIFFòFDUTPG
sea level rise by dissipating wave action (buffer);
tQSPWJEJOHQSPUFDUJPOGSPNTQSJOHUJEFTJO.BSDI "VHVTU 0DUPCFSBOE%FDFNCFS
tQSPWJEJOHQSPUFDUJPOGSPNDZDMPOJDTXFMMTGSPNUIFOPSUIFBTU
tQSPWJEJOHBCVòFSGSPNXJOECMPXOTBOE
t4BWJOHPOHPJOHNBJOUFOBODFDPTUTEVSJOHUIFXJOEZTFBTPO
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t1MBOUJOHQSPCMFNTFYQFSJFODFEBTBSFTVMUPG
– Salt laden winds;
– Windblown sand;
– Large number of people;
– Pigeons; and
– Litter management.
t&OWJSPONFOUBMBVUIPSJTBUJPOSFRVJSFETBDSJöDJBMGFODJOHUPCFDVSWFEUPFOTVSFEVOF
rehab looked more natural. During implementation this was adjusted to straight line
as the curved lines channelled sand directly onto the promenade.
t8PPEFOCPBSEXBMLTXFSFDPOTUSVDUFEBUBDDFTTQPJOUTUP
– Avoid trampling of newly vegetated dunes;
– Allowing easy access from promenade to the beach;
t0SJHJOBMTIBEFDMPUIBUBDDFTTQPJOUTXBTSFQMBDFEXJUIUJNCFSGFODJOH MJQTUJDL 
t*OSFTQFDUUPQMBOUJOH
– The palate was simplified to accommodate unrelenting affects of wind-blown
sand and salt;
– Smaller trees were found to grow better than bigger trees; and
– Different types of lawn grasses experimented with.
t4UVNQTXFSFQMBDFEPOUIFCFBDIUPQSPUFDUQMBOUTBHBJOTUXBWFT5IFTFXFSF
initially considered unsightly but will weather into aesthetically pleasing drift wood.
It was noted that the Suncoast dune rehabilitation withstood 2007 tidal surge event.
t*OSFTQFDUUP%VOFSFIBCJMJUBUJPONBJOUFOBODF5IJTXBTNVDINPSFUIBOKVTU
weeding and watering. Also Includes slip planting, litter removal, fertilization and
even managing vagrants.
t*OSFTQFDUUPUIFTPDBMMFE1JHFPOQMBHVF
– 6000 pigeons at Addington beach alone;
– Unexpectedly attacked newly planted vegetation.
o4PMVUJPOUIPSOZCSBODIFTXFSFQMBDFEPWFSDMPTFMZQMBOUFETFFEMJOHT
– Initially pigeons did not like the prickly effect and were then unable to manoeuvre
through the dense vegetation.
t3FBTPOTGPSOPUDSFBUJOHBWFHFUBUFEEVOFBU8FEHFCFBDI
– Too narrow and too busy;
– Considered to be Durban’s events beach;
– The consequences of this decision mean continuous sand build-up on new grass
and increased maintenance.
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The KZN Guide was intended to be implemented along with a detailed and
holistic business plan looking at short,
medium and long term responses to the
erosion crisis in KZN. It was widely used
to prepare and assess applications for
rehabilitation, re-development and development of properties along the KZN
coast ravaged by continued erosion. The
KZN Guide, as anticipated in 2008, contributed to the national and provincial
coastal set-back ‘conversation’2 and can
be considered to be the starting point for
the application of the preferred soft engineering response to coastal erosion in
KZN (Breetzke et al 2008).
Since 2007, many practical lessons have
been learnt and adjustments made to suit
local conditions. Geobag installation has
undergone three important changes in
design, namely:

t 5IF BOHMF PG UIF TFB GBDJOH TMPQF IBT
been amended to optimise the amount
of frictional contact between the bags
with the resultant change in slope from
18°-24° to 45°;
t " TFDPOE SPX PG HFPCBHT CFIJOE UIF
frontal defence layer has been included to reduce the potential failure of the
geobag structure if the front row of bags
was damaged or sucked outwards during
wave down-rush on the front slope;
t"TFMGIFBMJOHHFPGBCSJD%VUDIAUPF IBT
been included at the lowest scour level as
an additional defence.
The principles of the KZN Guide remain
valid today, namely:
t"DDFQUBOEMJWFXJUIFSPTJPO
t"DPMMFDUJWFSFTQPOTFJTSFRVJSFE
t&TUBCMJTIBDPBTUBMTFUCBDLMJOF
t8PSLXJUIOBUVSBMQSPDFTTFTJOSFTQPOTF
to erosion;

t3FQMBDFMPTUTBOEXJUITBOE
t $POTJEFS IBSE FOHJOFFSJOH TPMVUJPOT JO
exceptional cases only;
t#FQSFQBSFE NPOJUPSBOESFBDU
t 3FDPOTUSVDU DPBTUBM JOGSBTUSVDUVSF BOE
amenities appropriately; and
t"WPJEBOESFEVDFSJTL
This application of the soft engineering
“sleeping defence” along Durban’s Golden Mile and the re-creation of a vegetated dune cordon highlight the city’s move
to promoting green infrastructure and
putting natural processes at the heart of
this specific defence strategy. This strategy is fully in-line with international best
practice and the various United Nations
strategies which embrace green infrastructure.

1 Corbella and Stretch considered other defence options, including those using geofabric applications, but for this purpose only geofabric bags are included
2 DThe coastal set-back or management line ‘conversation’ is not discussed in this paper but is intended as a proactive legal afforded provincial government tool.
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last word

The High Seas as Global Commons
Tragedy or Opportunity?
by Lawrence SISITKA, Associate; Environmental Learning Research Centre, Rhodes University,
Grahamstown, South Africa

In the Western Indian Ocean region, much of the ocean
does fall within one or other EEZ,

W

hile much of our attention
is inevitably focussed on the
issues affecting our inshore
fisheries and marine biodiversity, the majority of large-scale fishing takes place beyond the jurisdiction of individual countries. In the Western Indian Ocean region,
much of the ocean does fall within one
or other EEZ, and this will potentially be
increased by the claims for extended continental shelves being made by countries
in the region, and others such as France
through its continuing ownership of Reunion Island.
However, even here a large swathe of the
ocean will remain outside the jurisdiction
of any single country, and this is one of
the reasons behind the formation of the
Indian Ocean Commission, as a forum for
the co-ordination of management of the
region’s natural resources, with a strong
focus on marine resources.
The high seas are therefore considered a
‘Global Commons’ to which everyone has,
generally unrestricted, access. This may
lead us to believe instinctively that there
can never be control over what happens
there, especially over the levels of ex-
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ploitation of the resources. This feeling is
often reinforced by the almost invariable
reference to the oft-quoted (and frequently mis-quoted) paper The Tragedy of the
Commons by Garrett Hardin published in
Science magazine in 1968. The premise
of this paper is that as no single entity,
individual or organisation (or country in
relation to the global commons), has responsibility for a commons no-one is motivated to conserve the resources with the
inevitable result that they are relentlessly
over-exploited. Unfortunately many of
our experiences of such commons have
played and continue to play into this scenario. Many of our global fishing stocks
have been decimated, starting perhaps
with the almost unimaginably immense
stocks of cod around Newfoundland and
along the east coast of the northern United States and Canada. The question is,
however, whether such a scenario is as
inevitable as it seems. Clearly there are
enormous economic forces at play driving commercial fishing to ever greater
catches, and at times this seem unstoppable. However, international initiatives
such as the Marine Stewardship Council
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(MSC), supported by a range of national
initiatives such as the WWF South African Sustainable Seafood Initiative are
starting make a real difference, at both
the production and consumption ends
of the chain. The reality regarding commons is often very different to the quite
simplistic assumption of ‘tragedy’, and in
fact my own experience with terrestrial
commons has shown that where there
are rules agreed between the users of
commons and these rules are enforced
effectively, commons can be conserved
better, in many cases, than land in private
or indeed in government ownership.
Many years ago, when I was managing
terrestrial protected areas in the UK, it
became clear that it was no accident that
the majority of the land coming under
such management had been commons,
as these were the last areas not transformed beyond recovery by intensive
agriculture or forestry, or indeed by housing and other development. The reason
was quite simply that a balance of what
may be competing interests, even if often
under tension, prevents any one single
interest from destroying the resource.

But it does require rules, enforcement
and observance. Given the powerful and
competing interests in our deep seas, including, increasingly, for oil and gas exploration and extraction, the sooner we
move towards the idea of collaboratively
managed global commons, the better. It
need not be a tragedy, and there are real
opportunities.

Source: National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK. The Economist (www.economist.com)
The New Forest in Hampshire, UK; a commons for
nearly 1000 years and still functional, and one of the
most biodiverse areas in the country (below).
© theWWWsite

Reference:
G. Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, (Science, New Series, Vol 162, No 3859,
December 1968, pp 1243-1248)
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Global extended continental shelf claims (above).
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